Keysight Technology Refresh Services

Maximize Asset Values of FieldFox
Handheld Analyzers
Take advantage of these services for your FieldFox analyzer family
——FieldFox Handheld analyzers provide Keysight-quality RF and microwave measurements in a portable,
rugged, completely sealed and weather-resistant package. Choose to configure as a cable and
antenna analyzer, vector network analyzer, spectrum analyzer and all-in-one combination analyzer.
——From 5 kHz to 50 GHz frequency range
——Select from six new models

Extend the value of your current assets

Extended service

Upgrade your FieldFox units for more capabilities

Keep programs running.
Make it seamless.

Upgrade existing handheld analyzers. Easily upgrade applications
– add capabilities such as vector network analysis, spectrum analysis, interference
analysis, GPS, voltmeter, DC bias voltage source, power meter, and more.

To upgrade your current Fieldfox, click on links below:
N9912A (RF Analyzer)
N9923A (RF Vector Network Analyzer)
N9913A, N9914A, N9915A, N9916A, N9917A, N9918A, N9950A, N9951A, N9952A
N9925A, N9926A, N9927A, N9928A (Microwave Vector Network Analyzers)
N9935A, N9936A, N9937A, N9938A, N9960A, N9961A, N9962A (Microwave Spectrum Analyzers)

Keysight offers an extensive set of calibration and repair
service alternatives for you throughout your test equipment’s
lifecycle. The FieldFox analyzers come with a 2-year
calibration cycle. Additionally, you can protect your financial
investment and minimize system downtime with optional 3-,
5-, 7-, and 10-year Calibration Assurance Plans for eligible
model numbers.
Alternatively, you can tailor a customer service plan to meet
your specific needs.

Learn more: FieldFox analyzer services

Migrate to the new FieldFox handheld analyzers
Trade-In program

Keysight’s technology has now surpassed the market-leading
8565E and 8565EC with the introduction of the 50 GHz FieldFox
handheld analyzers in 2015.

Lower your costs - up to $30K credit
Use Keysight Trade-In when performance or feature set needs make it the right
time to affordably migrate to new technology.

Reasons to migrate

Save $30K on a new N9952A, N9962A FieldFox handheld analyzer
Trade-in an 8565E or 8565EC and get a $30K credit towards the purchase of a
50 GHz FieldFox.

——Equal or better performance

——Lower cost of ownership

——Easier use in the field

——Configuration flexibility

——Highest reliability

Or Trade-in another eligible analyzer (Keysight, Agilent, HP or competitor) and get up
to 35% credit towards the purchase of new FieldFox 32, 44, and 50 GHz analyzers.
Visit Keysight.com/find/TradeIn for more details

Premium Used

Consulting services

Cost savings alternatives to stretch your budget - save at least 50%*

Augment your team.
Enhance your advantage.

Keysight Premium Used offers you a vast selection of high-quality test equipment, including the current
generation FieldFox analyzers. Each unit is remanufactured to like-new specifications and appearance.
——Get 100% Keysight quality and performance for less money
——Optional 3- or 5-year calibration plans
——Same as new personal support from Keysight and authorized partners
——Configure additional hardware and software options at the time of purchase, for further cost savings
——Enjoy standard accessories and a full Keysight calibration
Browse our current inventory for a model that fits your budget at Keysight.com/find/Used

Let Keysight expertise help you determine
the right time to migrate, how to best
save money, and how to migrate simply
and seamlessly.
Contact your local sales representative
for further information about test
consulting services available to help
define your optimal migration path.

* on select FieldFox handhelds
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